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 In nine crystal-very clear chapters, Maria demonstrates how to banish the “cuckoo tone of
voice of the ego” and connect to your internal teacher, accessing unlimited like and strength.
it’s unavoidable!Banish Fear, Encounter Love! Her stories, shared from her very own lifestyle and
from her learners’ experiences, show that with a ready attitude and an open up heart, true joy
isn’t just feasible —Inspired, lively, and fun, Maria Felipe’s real-world approach to living
predicated on A Course in Miracles will guide you toward a life released from fear and
question and filled with joy and power.
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 We struggle with its teachings because it speaks from a reality which is completely alien to
your perceived physical universe and our experience of what seems to be life. I'm HIGHLY
recommending Maria Felipe's reserve, LIVE YOUR HAPPY to anyone seeking launch from fear,
panic and guilt. This easy-to-read little book packs a BIG punch! The difficulty experienced by
any fresh student of A Course in Miracles is not due to its complexity, the suggestions are in
fact quite simple. This is a delightful reserve for anybody looking for living types of what
dedicated learners the book, A Course in Miracles, are like; Maria herself. I viewed some movies
of Maria on YouTube and she is just as beautiful and lively in person. Buy it, examine it & Maria
LIVES HER HAPPY!I've recommended LIVE YOUR Pleased to my family, friends and spiritual
college students. Five Stars wonderful book I love it - simple but powerful I was guided to read
this book - and I totally loved it! Deep bows and heartfelt because of them for it. I WHOLE-
HEARTEDLY recommend this book to everyone I WHOLE-HEARTEDLY recommend this book to
everyone! Maria accumulates where Marianne Williamson left off.MARIA FELIPE PICKS UP WHERE
MARIANNE WILLIAMSON LEFT OFF!). This challenge seems to come naturally to Maria Felipe,
certainly the realest & most personable of the many ACIM teachers out there right now.But
thoroughly grasping the tough concepts and getting ready to start the enormous personal
transformation the Course gives is but the beginning challenge for the ACIM author, who must
also find a way to communicate its ideas with terms which are “but symbols of symbols…twice
taken off reality.” Here again Maria Felipe achieves what so many others possess attempted
with a natural grace and attraction that makes the webpages of Live Your Happy vibrate and
sizzle with the pleasure and freedom of the revelations contained therein.Beyond the
convenience and comfortable familiarity of her writing, Ms.! We are all hamstrung by wrong
suggestions about ourselves, others, and the nature of existence, however in her journey to get
her own private truth, Maria Felipe created several simple tools we can all make use of to shed
those millennia-old illusions and find our in the past to who we are really: eternal, infinite,
blameless miracles who never left the Mind of God.Many thanks Maria Felipe for your
fearlessness as well as your boundless joy! The Happy Dream I really like this book so much!
Maria explains the uncompromising truth of A Program in Miracles in a great, lighthearted way.
It opened my eye to a lot that I wasn't ready to see & I realized just how small I am playing. I'm
a student of A Training course in Miracles, but I became aware that I'm not in fact applying it
to be able to live my content!Also a model and speaker (& keep myself stuck, but following this
book, no more! Maria shares her own experiences on her trip towards living her happy & I
could relate to so a lot of what she discussed. I want to purchase multiple copies to just give
away to people! It is also an ideal size to throw into your purse, and I know that I will get back
to it & utilize the practical tools that she gives to the reader to be able to apply the
concepts & I am so extremely grateful to have read her book and can just recommend it to
anyone who wants to live a blissful and happy life each day! Happily Walking the Talk Maria
Felipe always has a lovely smile on her behalf face because she clearly lives by the
components shared in her book, Live Your Happy. Live Your Happy inspires true therapeutic &
Miracles and Unity principals in both Spanish & ??? Author Reverend Maria Felipe can be an
Ordained Mnister through Pathways of Light in L.Avand spends Sundays leading providers on
her behalf congregation at Unity of Burbank in Southern California, preaching A Course &
transformation! English. I keep repeating the same patterns & former WWF Ring Woman!) she
adopted her dreams from Miami to Hollywood as she deeply heard and answered an
inspiration from Holy Spirit to follow the Pathway of Light to be an ordained minister, church
pastor, & global spiritual teacher on a objective to greatly help the world to release dread



and ‘Live Your Happy’.Having developed with dyslexia she retains it brief but nonetheless
dives deep to help all solve blocks and move forward in like. Live Your Content is a really well
crafted book with exceptional exercises by the end of each chapter. If you are "merely"
seeking peace, that is your book, no Course background necessary.In case you are seeking a
lively & smart spiritual guide on the path to forgiveness from trauma & loss and you are ready
to do the work, don’t hesitate.That is a work that rings of Truth with modern relevance for these
spiritual times &. Maria Felipe displays her willingness to become real, allowing the reader to
very easily relate to her challenges and her successes in curing her mind. I highly recommend
this book to ANYONE no matter where they are on the spiritual walk, you'll certainly get positive
results so long as you apply the practices with an open heart. Maria shares very effective
personal stories that demonstrated how these practices actually helped her when she was
facing tough challenges.Rev. Maria is certainly a beacon and a blessing to us all. so very
much about how we are all worth perfect joy (and that its really time to live it Maria's book has
opened a fresh world for me personally and offers taught me thus much about how we are all
worth perfect happiness (and that its really time and energy to live it! LoveRope.com’s founder
& designer & their infant child Ari who lighting up their life. :) Jointly this holy family members lives
and teaches her Happiness ministry as they give help all to heal.. This book is quite UPLIFTING &
AMAZING! This book is quite easy to read & has practices at the end of each chapter that
you could apply each time to improve your well-being. You won’t regret it for you personally
do! Maria's writing style is smooth & Good introductory book This is a good book that covers
the basics of ACIM. if given the chance, use her. Happiness isn't outside of me, it is currently
within! In order to understand A Training course IN MIRACLES, this publication is for you
personally. how life can become much happier plus much more peaceful through living the
principles covered in great depth in ACIM. If you are not used to ACIM or curious, this
publication can be a extremely help "why" to dive in to the full Course. Ready to be happy?
Even more happy? Dig in! What I enjoyed is usually that my ego is normally always looking for
various complicated strategies and books to "focus on myself", but this reserve is short, easy to
read and is focused on applying A Training course in Miracles in your daily life. She not merely
teaches it but lives it. You will love her book, her ministry, & The exercises actually do help me
to deepen my intellectual knowledge of the reserve through experience. Looking towards
discovering more ways to live in peace with forgiveness and eliminating any blocks to love. This
book will be a great guide for anyone on a spiritual trip to just be happier and more peaceful
in life.. It is a straightforward read and an excellent start to living a existence full of like and
gratitude. I cannot express enough just how much this book has helped me be sure you choose
peace and like. If you are wondering "how exactly to.." this book will provide you several easy-
to-follow methods that can release fear, guilt and the baggage we may be holding onto.
Maria presents herself in that raw and powerful method that is both relatable and inspiring. it
feels as though you're listening to a good friend sharing their life story with you. Maria's writing
style is normally fun and infectious and incredibly down to earth, which is something lots of
modern program books absence.Through her humorous, heartfelt words, Rev. I am grateful for
teachers like Maria Felipe.!. techniques the reader through a process of forgiveness that is
deeply healing and transformative. She shares her existence with her husband Christian Maurer.
Felipe gives us useful lessons from her personal knowledge with the Course which are genuine
gold. To completely grasp this is of the Course one must toss aside every single “truth we keep
self-evident” about the nature of our presence, a process of cognitive undoing which will take
most of us many years of daily supreme intellectual and spiritual fearlessness. She displays in a



very practical way how exactly to live our content step by step and makes the reader
recognize that we've already everything and actually lack nothing at all. witness miracles at
work within your own life. . ” Here once again Maria Felipe achieves what so many others have
attempted with a natural grace and charm that makes the web pages of Live Your Happy
vibrate and sizzle with the joy and freedom of . Rev Maria really gets A Program in Miracles.
Thank you Maria Felipe for sharing your journey so honestly!
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